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Abstract Regionalization is the task of dividing up a
landscape into homogeneous patches with similar prop-
erties. Although this task has a wide range of appli-
cations, it has two notable challenges. First, it is as-
sumed that the resulting regions are both homogeneous
and spatially contiguous. Second, it is well-recognized
that landscapes are hierarchical such that fine-scale re-
gions are nested wholly within broader-scale regions. To
address these two challenges, first, we develop a spa-
tially constrained spectral clustering framework for re-
gion delineation that incorporates the tradeoff between
region homogeneity and spatial contiguity. The frame-
work uses a flexible, truncated exponential kernel to
represent the spatial contiguity constraints, which is
integrated with the landscape feature similarity matrix
for region delineation. To address the second challenge,
we extend the framework to create fine-scale regions
that are nested within broader-scaled regions using a
greedy, recursive bisection approach. We present a case
study of a terrestrial ecology data set in the United
States that compares the proposed framework with sev-
eral baseline methods for regionalization. Experimental
results suggest that the proposed framework for region-
alization outperforms the baseline methods, especially
in terms of balancing region contiguity and homogene-
ity, as well as creating regions of more similar size,
which is often a desired trait of regions.
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1 Introduction
A regionalization framework delineates the geograph-
ical landscape into spatially contiguous, homogeneous
units known as regions or zones. Regionalizations are
important because they provide the spatial framework
used in many disciplines, including landscape ecology,
environmental science, and economics, as well as for ap-
plications such as public policy and natural resources
management [9,28,15,30]. For example, the hierarchi-
cal system of hydrologic units described in [41] provides
a standardized regionalization framework that has been
widely used in water resource and land use studies [14].
Abell et al. [1] have also developed a global biogeo-
graphic regionalization framework that serves as a use-
ful tool for studying biodiversity in freshwater systems
and for conservation planning efforts.
McMahon et al. [31] divide existing multivariate re-
gionalization methods into two categories, qualitative
and quantitative. For qualitative methods, regions with
similar landscape characteristics are delineated by ex-
perts from multiple maps of different geographic fea-
tures using manual visual interpretation [3,34]. For quan-
titative methods, clustering approaches such as k-means
and hierarchical clustering [19,18,22] are used to par-
tition the geographical area into smaller regions. Al-
though quantitative clustering approaches provide a more
systematic and reproducible way to identify regions com-
pared to qualitative approaches, one potential limita-
tion of existing clustering methods is that the regions
created may not be spatially contiguous. Region conti-
guity is a desirable criterion for many applications that
treat regions as individual entities for purposes includ-
ing research, policy, and management (e.g., site-specific
management in precision agriculture [27]). Therefore,
alternative methods are needed that can effectively clus-
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ter similar areas based on multiple mapped variables,
but have the added constraint of being spatially con-
tiguous.
In the preliminary version of this work [56], we pre-
sented a spatially constrained spectral clustering frame-
work that uses a truncated exponential kernel [24] to
produce spatially contiguous and homogeneous regions
[23,8,43,51]. In this paper, we extend the formulation
to create hierarchical regions, where fine-scaled regions
can be nested within broad-scale regions. Creating such
nested regions is extremely useful for many applica-
tions because hierarchical structure is often held up
as a fundamental feature of both the natural world
and complex systems (as reviewed in [54]). In fact, the
worlds biomes and ecological regions have often been
delineated in a nested hierarchical structure [4,1]. Con-
strained versions of hierarchical clustering techniques
[33] such as single-link [26], complete-link [37], UPGMA
[25,39], and Ward’s method [20,53] have often been
used to create such nested regions. However, as will
be shown in this study, the regions generated by such
methods tend to be highly imbalanced in terms of their
sizes, and thus, are not as suitable for many applica-
tions, including resource planning and management.
We use a recursive bisection approach to extend our
formulation in [56] to hierarchical clustering. Our top-
down approach for creating nested regions is different
from the bottom-up approach commonly used by exist-
ing methods [20,37,25,39,53]. Using three criteria for
region evaluation—landscape homogeneity, region con-
tiguity, and region size—our experimental results sug-
gest that the proposed framework outperforms three
other constrained hierarchical clustering methods in 2
out of the 3 criteria. For example, it consistently pro-
duces regions that are more homogeneous and balanced
in region size compared to the spatially constrained
complete-link [37] and UPGMA [25,39] algorithms. Our
proposed algorithm also outperforms the constrained
version of Ward’s method [53] in terms of producing re-
gions that are spatially contiguous and approximately
uniform in size. Finally, although the spatially con-
strained single link method [26] is also capable of pro-
ducing regions that are homogeneous and contiguous, it
tends to create one or two very large regions that cover
the majority of the landscape area. An ad-hoc parame-
ter for maximum region size is needed by the spatially
constrained single link method to prevent the forma-
tion of such large regions [38]. Tuning this parameter is
cumbersome as it must be done at every level of the hi-
erarchy since the maximum region size depends on the
number of regions. Our proposed hierarchical method
does not have such a problem because its objective func-
tion, which is based on the normalized cut criterion [42]
used in spectral clustering, is inherently biased towards
producing more uniformly-sized clusters.
The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 reviews previous work on the develop-
ment of regionalization frameworks, constrained clus-
tering, and hierarchical clustering methods. Section 3
formalizes the region delineation problem and presents
an overview of spectral clustering. Section 4 describes
the different ways in which spatial constraints can be
incorporated into the spectral clustering framework. It
also presents the partitional and hierarchical implemen-
tations of our proposed spatially constrained spectral
clustering framework. Section 5 describes the applica-
tion of spatially constrained spectral clustering algo-
rithms to the region delineation problem. Section 6 con-
cludes with a summary of the results of this study.
2 Related Work
Region delineation has traditionally been studied as a
spatial clustering [17] problem. Duque et al. [14] classi-
fied the existing data-driven approaches into two cate-
gories. The first category does not require explicit repre-
sentation and incorporation of spatial constraints into
the clustering procedure. Instead, the constraints are
satisfied by post-processing the clusters or optimizing
other related criteria. For example, Openshaw [35] ap-
plied a conventional clustering method followed by a
cluster refinement step to split clusters that contained
geographically disconnected patches. The second cat-
egory of methods explicitly incorporates spatial con-
straints into the clustering algorithm [14]. Examples of
such methods include adapted hierarchical clustering,
exact optimization methods, and graph theory based
methods. This second category also encompasses the
constrained clustering methods [2,50,12] developed in
the fields of data mining and machine learning.
Constrained clustering [6,50] is a semi-supervised
learning approach that uses the domain information
provided by users to improve clustering results. The
domain information is typically provided as must-link
(ML) and cannot-link (CL) constraints to be satisfied
by the clustering solution. ML constraints restrict the
pairs of data points that must be assigned to the same
cluster, whereas CL constraints specify the pairs of points
that must be assigned to different clusters. For exam-
ple, Kamvar et al. [23] uses the ML and CL constraints
to define the affinity matrix of the data. Shi et al. [43]
proposed a constrained co-clustering method that con-
siders both the similarity of features as well as the
ML and CL constraints. All of these methods were de-
signed to manipulate the graph Laplacian matrix us-
ing the domain constraints available. There has also
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been growing interest in developing constrained-based
approaches for spectral clustering [23,8,43,51,11]. For
example, De Bie et al. [7] developed an approach that
restricts the eigenspace for which the cluster member-
ship vector is projected. Wang and Davison [51] pro-
posed a constrained spectral clustering method that
considers real-valued constraints and imposed a thresh-
old on the minimum amount of constraints that must
be satisfied by the feasible solution. However, none of
these constrained spectral clustering methods were de-
signed for the region delineation problem. The frame-
work presented in our previous paper [56,10] employs
a Hadamard product to combine the feature similar-
ity matrix with spatial contiguity constraints, which is
similar to the approach used in Craddock et al. [11]
for generating an ROI atlas of the human brain using
fMRI data. However, unlike the approach used in [11],
we consider a truncated exponential kernel to relax the
spatial neighborhood constraints and perform extensive
experiments comparing the framework to various con-
strained spectral clustering algorithms.
Current constrained spectral clustering algorithms
have also focused primarily on partitional clustering.
They require the number of clusters to be specified
a priori. In contrast, hierarchical methods generate a
nested set of clustering for every possible number of
clusters. The hierarchy of clusters, also known as a den-
drogram, can be created either in a top-down (i.e., divi-
sive hierarchical clustering) or bottom-up (i.e., agglom-
erative hierarchical clustering) fashion [49,22,21]. Some
of the widely used agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithms include single link [20], complete link [37],
group average (UPGMA) [25,39], and Ward’s method
[22,53] whereas examples of divisive hierarchical clus-
tering algorithms include minimum spanning tree [16]
and bisecting k-means [40]. Current approaches for cre-
ating nested regions are mostly based on different vari-
ations of agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Each of
these variations has its own strengths and limitations
[33]. For example, the single-link method can identify
irregular shaped clusters but is highly sensitive to noise
[49]. In contrast, the Ward’s method can minimize the
cluster variance but is susceptible to the inversion prob-
lem [33]. Unfortunately, many of these agglomerative
methods can produce highly imbalanced sizes of re-
gions, which is not desirable for many applications [5].
3 Preliminaries
This section formalizes region delineation as a constrained
clustering problem and presents a brief overview of spec-
tral clustering and its constrained-based methods.
3.1 Region Delineation as Constrained Clustering
Problem
Consider a data set D = {(xi, si)}Ni=1, where xi ∈ Rd is
a d-dimensional vector of landscape features associated
with the geo-referenced spatial unit si ∈ R2. Let R =
{1, 2, · · · , k} denote the set of region identifiers, where k
is the number of regions, and C = {(si, sj ,Cij)} denote
the set of spatial constraints. For region delineation, we
consider only ML constraints and represent them using
a constraint matrix C defined as follows:
Cij =
{
1 if si and sj are spatially adjacent,
0 otherwise.
(1)
The goal of region delineation is to learn a partition
function V that maps each spatial unit si to its corre-
sponding region identifier ri ∈ R in such a way that (1)
maximizes the similarity between the spatial units in
each region and (2) minimizes the constraint violations
in the set C.
3.2 Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering is a class of partitional clustering
algorithms that relies on the eigen-decomposition of an
input affinity (similarity) matrix S to determine the un-
derlying clusters of the data set. Let {x1,x2, · · · ,xN}
be a set of points to be clustered. To apply spectral clus-
tering, we first compute an affinity matrix S between
every pair of data points. The affinity matrix is used
to construct an undirected weighted graph G = (V,E),
where V is the set of vertices (one for each data point)
and E is the set of edges between pairs of vertices. The
weight of each edge is given by the affinity between the
corresponding pair of data points. The Laplacian ma-
trix of the graph is defined as L = D−S, where D is a
diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements correspond to
Dii =
∑
j Sij . The goal of spectral clustering is to cre-
ate a set of partitions on the graph G in such a way that
minimizes the graph cut while maintaining a balanced
size of the cluster partitions [29].
The spectral clustering solution can be found by
solving the following optimization problem [29]:
arg min
r
rTLr s.t. rTDr =
∑
i
Dii, 1
TDr = 0 (2)
where 1 and 0 are vectors whose elements are all 1s
and 0s, respectively. The solution for r is obtained by
solving the following generalized eigenvalue problem:
Lr = λDr. To obtain k clusters, we first extract the
top k generalized eigenvectors and apply a standard
clustering algorithm such as k-means to the data matrix
generated from the eigenvectors.
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3.3 Constrained Spectral Clustering
Current methods for incorporating constraints into spec-
tral clustering algorithms can be divided into two cat-
egories. The first category encompasses methods that
directly alter the graph Laplacian matrix, e.g., by ap-
plying a weighted sum between the feature similarity
matrix S and the constraint matrix C given in Equa-
tion (1):
Weighted sum: Stotal(δ) = (1− δ)S + δC, (3)
δ ∈ [0, 1] is a parameter that controls the trade-off be-
tween maximizing cluster homogeneity and preserving
the constraints of the data. When δ approaches zero, the
clustering solution is more biased towards maximizing
the feature similarity whereas when δ approaches one,
it is more biased towards preserving the constraints.
Let D and D(c) be the diagonal matrices constructed
from the feature similarity matrix (S) and constraint
matrix (C) in the following way:
Dii =
∑
j
Sij , D
(c)
ii =
∑
j
Cij .
Using Equation (3), it can be shown that the modified
graph Laplacian is given by a convex combination of
the graph Laplacian for the feature similarity matrix
and the graph Laplacian for the constraint matrix, i.e.,
Ltotal = Dtotal − Stotal
= (1− δ)(D− S) + δ(Dc −C) (4)
The weighted sum approach described above is a
special case of the spectral constraint modeling (SCM)
algorithm proposed by Shi et al. [43]. The altered graph
Laplacian can be substituted into Equation (2), which
in turn, allows us to apply existing spectral clustering
algorithm to identify the regions.
SCM: arg min
r∈RN
rTLtotalr (5)
s.t. rTDtotalr =
∑
i
Dtotalii , 1
TDtotalr = 0.
The second category of approaches for incorporating
domain constraints is to alter the feasible solution set
of the spectral clustering algorithm. For example, Wang
and Davidson [51] proposed the CSP algorithm, which
optimizes the following objective function.
CSP: arg min
r∈RN
rT L¯r (6)
s.t. rT C¯r ≥ α, rT r = vol(G), r 6= D1/21,
where L¯ = D−1/2LD−1/2 and C¯ = D−1/2c CD
−1/2
c are
the normalized graph Laplacian and normalized con-
straint matrix, respectively. The threshold α gives a
lower bound on the amount of constraints in C that
must be satisfied by the clustering solution. Instead of
setting the parameter for α, Wang and Davison [51] re-
quires users to specify a related parameter β, which was
shown to be a lower bound for α.
4 Spatially Constrained Spectral Clustering
In this section, we describe the various ways to repre-
sent spatial contiguity constraints and to incorporate
them into the spectral clustering framework.
4.1 Kernel Representation of Spatial Contiguity
Constraints
For constrained spectral clustering, we can define a cor-
responding constraint graph GC = (V,EC), where V is
the set of data points and EC is the set of edges whose
weights are defined as follows:
Eij =

1, (vi, vj) is a ML edge;
−1, (vi, vj) is a CL edge;
0, otherwise.
(7)
For region delineation, the vertices of the constraint
graph correspond to the set of spatial units to be clus-
tered, while the ML edges correspond to pairs of spatial
units that are adjacent to each other. It is also possible
to define a CL edge between every pair of spatial units
that are either located too far away from each other
or are obstructed by certain barriers (e.g., large bodies
of water) that make them unreasonable for assignment
to the same region. However, since the number of CL
edges tends to grow almost quadratically with increas-
ing number of points, this severely affects the runtime
of spectral clustering algorithm. Furthermore, the ML
edges are often sufficient to provide guidance on how
to form spatially contiguous regions. For these reasons,
we consider constraint graphs that have ML edges only
in this paper. Let C denote the adjacency matrix rep-
resentation of the edge set EC .
A constrained spectral clustering algorithm is de-
signed to produce solutions that are consistent with
the constraints imposed by GC . Unfortunately, for re-
gion delineation, it may not be sufficient to use the ad-
jacency information between neighboring spatial units
to control the trade-off between spatial contiguity and
landscape homogeneity of the regions. To improve its
flexibility, we introduce a spatially constrained kernel
matrix, Sc. The simplest form of the kernel would be a
linear kernel, which is defined as follows:
Linear Kernel: Slinearc = C (8)
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Fig. 1: An illustration of spatial contiguity constraint
More generally, we can define an exponential kernel [24]
on the adjacency matrix C as follows.
Exponential Kernel:
Sexpc = e
C = I+ C +
1
2!
C2 +
1
3!
C3 + · · · =
∞∑
k=0
Ck
k!
(9)
where I is the identity matrix. Since we consider only
ML constraints, the k-th power of the adjacency matrix
C represents the number of ML paths of length k that
exist between every pair of vertices. An ML path be-
tween vertices (vi, vj) refers to a sequence of ML edges
e1, e2, · · · , em such that the initial vertex of e1 is vi and
the terminal vertex of em is vj . It can be shown that
Sexpc is a symmetric, positive semi-definite matrix, and
thus, is a valid kernel [24]. Furthermore, as the diame-
ter of the constraint graph is finite, we also consider a
truncated version of the exponential kernel:
Truncated Exponential : Struncc (δ) ≡
δ∑
k=0
Ck
k!
(10)
where the parameter δ controls the ML neighborhood
size of a vertex. The ML neighborhood specifies the set
of vertices that should be in the same region as the
vertex under consideration. As an example, consider
the graph shown in Figure 1. When δ = 1, the ML
neighborhood for vertex A corresponds to its immedi-
ate neighbors, B, C, D and E. When δ = 2, the ML
neighborhood of vertex A is expanded to include ver-
tices that are located within a path of length 2 or less
from A, i.e., B, C, D, E, F, G, H and I. When δ = 3,
the ML neighborhood for vertex A includes all of the
vertices in the graph. Note that each term in the sum-
mation given in Equation (9) is normalized by the path
length; therefore, a vertex that is located further away
from a given vertex has less influence as compared to a
nearer vertex.
Finally, the truncated exponential kernel matrix can
be binarized so that it can be interpreted as an adja-
cency matrix for an expanded constraint graph, whose
ML neighborhood size is given by the parameter δ.
Binarized Truncated Exponential Kernel :
Sbinc (δ) ≡ I
[ δ∑
k=0
Ck > 0
]
(11)
where I[·] is an indicator function whose value is equal
to 1 if its argument is true and 0 otherwise. Both the
truncated and binarized truncated exponential kernels
allow us to vary the degree to which the original con-
straint graph should be satisfied. As δ increases, the
constraint satisfaction becomes more relaxed. Ultimately,
when δ is greater than or equal to the diameter of the
graph, Sbinc reduces to a matrix of all 1s, which is equiv-
alent to ignoring the spatial contiguity constraints.
4.2 Hadamard Product Graph Laplacian
We now describe our approach for incorporating the
spatially constrained kernel matrix Sc into the spectral
clustering formulation. Instead of using the weighted
sum approach given in Equation (3), we consider a
Hadamard product approach to combine Sc with the
feature similarity matrix S:
Hadamard Product: Stotal(δ) = S ◦ Sc(δ), (12)
where Sc(δ) corresponds to either the truncated expo-
nential kernel (Equation (10)) or the binarized trun-
cated exponential kernel (Equation (11)).
There are several advantages to using a Hadamard
product approach to combine the matrices. First, unlike
the weighted sum approach, it discourages spatial units
that are located far away from each other from being
assigned to the same cluster even though their feature
similarity is high. Second, it produces a sparser ker-
nel matrix, which is advantageous for large-scale graph
analysis. Finally, it gives more flexibility to the users
to specify the level of constraints that must be pre-
served by tuning the parameter δ, which controls the
ML neighborhood size of the constraint graph.
Let Dtotalii =
∑
j [S ◦ S(c)(δ)]ij be elements of a di-
agonal matrix computed from Stotal. The Hadamard
product graph Laplacian is given by Ltotal = Dtotal −
S ◦Sc(δ). The modified graph Laplacian can be substi-
tuted into Equation (2) and solved using the generalized
eigenvalue approach to identify the regions.
4.3 Partitional Spatially-Constrained Spectral
Clustering Algorithm
Algorithm 1 presents a high-level overview of our par-
titional clustering approach. First, a feature similarity
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Algorithm 1 Partitional Spatially-Constrained Spec-
tral Clustering
Input:
D = {(x1, s1), (x2, s2), ..., (xN , sN )}
C ∈ RN×N : spatial constraint matrix.
k: number of clusters.
δ: neighborhood size.
Output:
R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk} (set of regions).
1. Create similarity matrix S from {x1,x2, · · · ,xN}.
2. Compute the spatially constrained kernel matrix, Sc(δ).
3. Compute the combined kernel Stotal based on S and Sc.
4. Compute Dtotal and Ltotal.
5. Solve the generalized eigenvalue problem Ltotalr =
λDtotalr. Create matrix Xr = [r1r2 · · · rk] from the top-k
eigenvectors.
6. R ← k-means(Xr,k)
matrix is created by applying the Gaussian radial basis
function kernel, k(xi,xj) = exp(− ||xi−xj ||
2
2σ2 ) to the fea-
ture set of the spatial units. The spatially constrained
kernel matrix Sc is then computed from the constraint
matrix C, where Cij = 1 if (si, sj) is a ML edge and 0
otherwise. Note that if the truncated exponential kernel
is used to represent the spatially constrained kernel ma-
trix, we termed the approach as a spatially-constrained
spectral clustering (SSC) algorithm. However, if the bi-
narized truncated exponential kernel is used, the ap-
proach is known as a binarized spatially-constrained
spectral clustering (BSSC).
Once the combined graph Laplacian, Ltotal is found,
we extracted the first k eigenvectors as the low rank ap-
proximation of the combined kernel matrices. We then
applied k-means clustering to partition the data into its
respective regions. Note that the partitional clustering
framework shown in Algorithm 1 is also applicable to
the SCM and CSP algorithms, by setting their corre-
sponding graph Laplacian, Ltotal and diagonal matrix,
Dtotal. The computational complexity of the spatially
constrained spectral clustering is equivalent to the stan-
dard spectral clustering algorithm, which is O(N3).
4.4 Hierarchical Spatially-Constrained Spectral
Clustering Algorithm
The formulation described in the previous section can
be extended to hierarchical clustering by using a recur-
sive bisection approach. Specifically, the algorithm will
iteratively identify the least homogeneous region to be
split into two smaller subregions until every subregion
contains only a single spatial unit.
The pseudocode of the proposed algorithm is shown
in Algorithm 2. First, the feature similarity matrix S
Algorithm 2 Hierarchical Spatially-Constrained Spec-
tral Clustering (HSSC)
Input:
D = {(x1, s1), (x2, s2), ..., (xN , sN )}
C ∈ RN×N : spatial constraint matrix.
δ: neighborhood size.
Output:
R = {R1, R2, ..., Rk} (set of regions).
1. Create similarity matrix S from {x1,x2, · · · ,xN}.
2. Compute the spatially constrained kernel matrix, Sc(δ).
3. Compute the combined kernel Stotal based on S and Sc.
4. Compute Dtotal and Ltotal.
5. Initialize R1 as the cluster containing all N spatial units.
6. for k = 2 to N do
6a. C∗ = choose(Rk−1)
6b. Rk ← Rk−1 − C∗
6c. (C1, C2) ← SSC(DC∗ , 2)
6d. Rk ← Rk−1 ∪ {C1, C2).
is computed using the Gaussian RBF kernel function.
Next, the spatial constraint matrix Sc(δ) is created
using Equation 11. The algorithm will then compute
the combined kernel Stotal and its corresponding graph
Laplacian matrix Ltotal, similar to the approach de-
scribed in Section 3.3. The algorithm initially assigns
all the data points to a single cluster. It then recur-
sively partitions the data until k clusters are obtained,
as shown in lines 6a-6d in Algorithm 2. Let Rk−1 be
the set of clusters found after k − 1 iterations. On line
6a, the algorithm chooses the cluster Ck ∈ Rk−1 with
the worst sum of square within errors (SSW) to be split
into two smaller clusters, C1 and C2 (line 6c). One ad-
vantage of using our top-down recursive partitioning
approach is that neither the feature similarity nor the
spatial constraint matrix have to be updated at each
iteration unlike the bottom-up hierarchical clustering,
which requires us to re-compute the modified feature
similarity and constraint matrices each time a pair of
clusters is merged.
5 Application to Region Delineation
To evaluate the effectiveness of constrained spectral
clustering for region delineation, we conducted a case
study on a large-scale terrestrial ecology data set. The
results of the case study are presented in this section.
5.1 Data set
The constrained spectral clustering methods were as-
sessed using geospatial data from the LAGOSGEO [46,
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47] database. The database contains landscape charac-
terization features measured at multiple spatial scales
with a spatial extent that covers a land area spanning
17 U.S. states. The land area was divided into smaller
hydrologic units (HUs), identified by their 12-Digit Hy-
drologic Unit Code [41]. Our goal was to develop a re-
gionalization system for the landscape by aggregating
the 20,257 HUs into coarser regions. We selected 28 ter-
restrial landscape variables and performed experiments
on three study areas—Michigan, Iowa, and Minnesota.
When the values for a landscape variable was always
zero, we removed that variable before applying the clus-
tering methods. The number of HUs to be clustered in
each study region, as well as number of landscape vari-
ables for each, are summarized in Table 1.
The data set was further preprocessed before apply-
ing the constrained clustering algorithms. First, each
variable was standardized to have a mean value of zero
and variance of one. Since some of the landscape vari-
ables were highly correlated, we applied principal com-
ponent analysis to reduce the number of features, keep-
ing only the principal components that collectively ex-
plained at least 85% of the total variance. The principal
component scores were then used to calculate a feature
similarity matrix for all pairs of HUs in each study area.
The ML edges for the constraint graph were determined
based on whether the polygons for two HUs were adja-
cent to each other.
5.2 Baseline Methods
For partitional-based constrained clustering, we com-
pared our algorithms, SSC and BSSC, against three
competing baseline methods. The first baseline, called
SCM [43], uses a weighted sum approach (Equation (3))
to combine the feature similarity matrix S with the ad-
jacency matrix C of the constraint graph. The algo-
rithm has a parameter δ ∈ [0, 1] that controls whether
the clustering should favor homogeneity or spatial con-
tiguity of the regions. When δ approaches 0, the algo-
rithm is biased towards maximizing the similarity of
features in the regions whereas when δ approaches 1, it
is biased towards producing more contiguous regions.
The second baseline method, called CSP [51], uses
the spatial constraints to restrict the feasible set of the
clustering solution (Equation (6)). As noted in Section
3.3, the algorithm has a parameter β that gives a lower
bound on the proportion of constraints that must be
satisfied by the clustering solution. Furthermore, β <
λmaxvol(G) to ensure the existence of a feasible solution
[51]. Instead of using β, we define an equivalent tuning
parameter δ = β/[λmaxvol(G)] so that its upper bound,
which is equal to 1, is consistent with the upper bound
for other algorithms evaluated in this study.
The third baseline is a spatially constrained cluster-
ing method proposed recently in the ecology literature
by Miele et al. [32]. It uses a stochastic model to rep-
resent nodes and links in a spatial ecological network.
The cluster membership of each node is assumed to
follow a multinomial distribution. Spatial constraints
are introduced as a regularization penalty in the max-
imum likelihood estimation of the model parameters.
The algorithm is implemented as part of the Geoclust
R package. We denote the model-based method as MB
in the remainder of this paper.
For hierarchical clustering, we compare our proposed
HSSC algorithm against the space-constrained cluster-
ing method described in [26]. The method is similar
to traditional agglomerative hierarchical clustering, ex-
cept it applies a Hadamard product between the feature
similarity matrix S with the spatial constraint matrix
Sc to generate a combined similarity matrix S
total. This
is identical to the approach used in HSSC. The ag-
glomerative clustering algorithm initially assigns each
spatial unit to be in its own cluster (region). It then
merges the two clusters with the highest similarity value
in Stotal. Both the feature similarity matrix S and the
spatial constraint matrix Sc are then updated accord-
ingly. The update for S depends on how the similarity
between two clusters is computed. Among the popular
approaches that have been used to update S include
single link [44], complete link [48], group average (UP-
GMA) [45], and the Ward’s method [52]. The adjacency
matrix C is updated based on whether there is a path
from any point in one cluster to any point in the other
cluster and the constrained similarity matrix Sc is up-
dated based on Equation 10 with a predefined δ.
We implemented SCM, SSC, BSSC, HSSC and the
spatially constrained agglomerative hierarchical clus-
tering (single link, complete link, UPGMA, Ward’s method)
in Matlab. For CSP and MB, we downloaded their soft-
ware from the links provided by the authors1.
5.3 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated the performance of the algorithms based
on three criteria: homogeneity, spatial contiguity, and
region size. To determine whether the regions were eco-
logically homogeneous, we computed their within-cluster
1 CSP was obtained from https://github.com/gnaixgnaw/
CSP whereas MB was downloaded from http://lbbe.
univ-lyon1.fr/Download-5012.html?lang=fr.
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Table 1: Summary statistics of the data set
Study Area # HUs # landscape # PCA Diameter of
variables components constraint graph
Michigan 1,796 17 10 41
Iowa 1,605 19 12 43
Minnesota 2,306 19 11 57
sum-of-square error (SSW) [49]:
SSW =
k∑
i=1
∑
x∈Ci
dist(µi, x)
2 (13)
where µi is the centroid of the cluster Ci. The lower
SSW is, the more homogeneous are the spatial units
within the regions.
The second criteria assesses the spatial contiguity of
the resulting regions. We consider two metrics for this
evaluation. The first metric computes the percentage of
ML constraints preserved within the regions:
PctML =
# ML edges within discovered regions
Total # of ML edges
(14)
The second metric corresponds to a relative contiguity
metric proposed in the ecology literature by Wu and
Murray [55]. The metric takes into consideration both
the within patch contiguity (φ) and between patch con-
tiguity (ν):
c =
φ+ ν
Ω
(15)
where
φ =
k∑
i=1
(
Ni(Ni − 1)
2
), ν =
1
2
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1,j 6=i
(
NiNj
lγij
)
Ω =
(
∑k
i=1Ni)(
∑k
i=1Ni − 1)
2
In the preceding formula, k is the number of regions
and Ni is the number of spatial units assigned to the
i-th region. lij denote the minimum spanning tree path
length between regions i and j while γ is a distance
decay parameter. Since the metric is normalized by the
total number of possible edges in a complete graph (Ω),
it ranges between 0 and 1.
Although spatial contiguity is a desirable criterion,
it may lead to highly imbalanced regions [33]. For ex-
ample, an algorithm that creates one very large region
along with many smaller but contiguous regions will
likely have a high contiguity value. Previous studies [13,
5] have shown the importance of maintaining a more
balanced cluster sizes to ensure good clustering perfor-
mance. Thus, given a set of k clusters with their corre-
sponding cluster sizes, n1, n2, ..., nk, we define a metric,
Cbalance, based on the normalized geometric mean of
the cluster sizes:
Cbalance =
k
N
[
n1 × n2 × ...× nk
] 1
k
, (16)
where N is the total number of data points and k is the
number of clusters. The metric ranges from 0 to 1 and
the larger the value, the more balanced are the cluster
sizes.
5.4 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of applying various
clustering algorithms to the terrestrial ecology data.
5.4.1 Tradeoff between Homogeneity and Spatial
Contiguity
We first analyze the trade-off between landscape homo-
geneity and spatial contiguity of the regions by compar-
ing the results for four partitional constrained spectral
clustering algorithms: SCM, CSP, SSC, and BSSC. The
number of clusters was set to 10. As each algorithm has
a parameter δ that determines whether the clustering
should be more biased towards increasing the within-
cluster similarity or preserving the ML constraints, we
varied the parameter and assessed their performance
using the metrics described in Section 5.3. The δ param-
eter for SSC and BSSC has been re-scaled to a range
between 0 and 1 by dividing the ML neighborhood size
with the diameter of the constraint graph.
The results are shown in Figure 2. Observe that
the contiguity score (c and PctML) for SCM increases
rapidly as δ becomes closer to 1. This is because in-
creasing δ would bias the algorithms towards preserving
the spatial constraints. A similar increasing trend was
also observed for CSP, especially in Iowa and Michigan,
though the increase is not as sharp as SCM. In contrast,
the contiguity scores would decrease for BSSC as δ in-
creases because it creates more new ML edges involving
spatial units that are not adjacent to each other. For
SSC, the contiguity scores do not appear to change by
much as δ increases. This is because the weight 1/k!
associated with each path of length k decreases rapidly
Spatially Constrained Spectral Clustering Algorithms for Region Delineation 9
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Fig. 2: Comparison between various constrained spec-
tral clustering algorithms in terms of their landscape
homogeneity (SSW) and spatial contiguity (PctML and
c). The horizontal axis in the plots corresponds to the
parameter value δ.
to zero as k increases. As a consequence, the ML neigh-
borhood size for SSC grows until it reaches a maximum
size by which increasing δ will not significantly alter the
constraint graph. Thus, SSC is less sensitive to parame-
ter tuning compared to BSSC. Figure 2 also shows there
is generally an increasing trend in SSW for SCM and
CSP as δ increases. For SSC, the SSW values do not ap-
pear to change significantly with increasing δ whereas
for BSSC, the SSW curve decreases monotonically as
the neighborhood size increases.
The results of this study showed that the trade-off
between landscape homogeneity and spatial contiguity
varies among the constrained spectral clustering algo-
rithms. For CSP and SSC, the parameters provided
by the algorithms do not allow us to achieve the full
range of SSW and contiguity scores. Although these
algorithms can produce regions with high contiguity
scores, their SSW values were also very high. In con-
trast, with careful parameter tuning, SCM and BSSC
can produce regions with significantly lower SSW com-
pared to CSP and SSC. Observe that the slopes of the
curves are steeper near δ = 1 for SCM, which suggests
that decreasing δ below 1 would lead to a dramatic re-
duction in the contiguity score and SSW of the regions.
This makes it harder for SCM to produce regions that
are both spatially contiguous and homogeneous. In con-
trast, the curves for the contiguity scores of BSSC are
flatter near δ = 0. This enables the BSSC algorithm to
produce regions with homogeneous landscape features
yet are still spatially contiguous.
5.4.2 Performance Comparison for Partitional-based
Constrained Clustering
In this experiment, we set the number of clusters to
10 and selected the δ parameter that gives the highest
contiguity score for each constrained spectral clustering
method. If there are more than one parameter values
that achieve the highest contiguity score, we chose the
one with lowest SSW. For MB, since the Geoclust R
package did not support parameter tuning by users, we
applied the algorithm using its default setting.
Table 2 summarizes the results of our analysis. SCM,
SSC, and BSSC can be tuned to produce regions that
are fully contiguous (c = 1). The SSW for BSSC and
SSC are consistently better than SCM. These results
clearly showed the advantage of using a Hadamard prod-
uct approach instead of a weighted sum approach to
integrate spatial constraints into the feature similar-
ity matrix. The limitation of using a weighted sum ap-
proach can be explained as follows. Since the highest
contiguity score is achieved by setting δ = 1, the clus-
tering solution of SCM is equivalent to applying spec-
tral clustering on the constraint graph only, without
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Table 2: Performance comparison among various parti-
tional spatially-constrained clustering algorithms with
the number of clusters set to 10.
States Method PctML c SSW Cbalance
IA SCM 93.26% 1.00 15104 0.95
CSP 87.37% 0.91 13628 0.19
MB 89.95% 0.69 18997 0.34
SSC 92.83% 1.00 13993 0.95
BSSC 92.40% 1.00 14001 0.94
MI SCM 96.08% 1.00 18200 0.85
CSP 87.81% 0.92 18307 0.44
MB 88.76% 0.65 16091 0.91
SSC 95.69% 1.00 17534 0.92
BSSC 94.92% 1.00 17485 0.93
MN SCM 94.78% 1.00 20506 0.91
CSP 86.62% 0.96 23755 0.69
MB 88.96% 0.64 20400 0.67
SSC 94.57% 1.00 19998 0.93
BSSC 94.12% 1.00 19594 0.91
Fig. 3: A toy example illustrating the advantage of using
Hadamard product for combining constraints with fea-
ture similarity. Each labeled node is a data point, with
a solid line representing a must-link constraint between
two points and a dashed line representing the absence
of such constraint. The weight of each edge denotes the
feature similarity between two data points.
considering the feature similarity. If we reduce the pa-
rameter value to, say δ = 0.95, its contiguity score de-
creases sharply (see Figure 2) while its SSW value is
still worse than BSSC. The weighted sum approach has
poor SSW because it significantly alters the feature sim-
ilarity matrix.
To illustrate the limitation of using the weighted
sum approach, consider the toy example shown in Fig-
ure 3. Assume there are 4 data points: A, B, C and D,
that need to be clustered. A sample of their pairwise
similarity values is shown in Table 3.
Although the A-B pair has a significantly lower sim-
ilarity value than C-D, the weighted sum approach in-
flates the similarity significantly (assuming δ = 0.95)
which makes it overall similarity to be comparable to
C-D. In contrast, the Hadamard product approach sim-
ply zeros out the similarity of pairs that do not have ML
Table 3
Pairs Feature ML Weighted Hadamard
Similarity Constraint Sum Product
A-B 0.1 1 0.955 0.1
B-C 0.5 0 0.025 0
C-D 0.8 1 0.990 0.8
IA
Fig. 4: Regions for Iowa created by the SCM algorithm
using the weighted sum approach (with δ = 0.95).
edges, and thus, will not artificially inflate the similar-
ities of pairs with ML edges.
Furthermore, since the feature similarity is com-
puted using Gaussian radial basis function (see Sec-
tion 4.3), the resulting matrix S for the weighted sum
approach is still dense after incorporating the spatial
constraints. Unless δ = 1, the weighted sum approach
will not prevent spatial units that are located far from
each other from being placed into the same region. For
example, consider the regions found by the weighted
sum approach for Iowa, as shown in Figure 4. Although
the regions appear to be spatially contiguous, they are
not compact and have varying sizes. In fact, most of the
spatial units were assigned to the same region when δ =
0.95. Even at the lower δ threshold, its SSW (14805) is
still the worse than the SSW for our framework and
CSP.
The contiguity scores for MB are worse than other
constrained clustering methods. Nevertheless, it pre-
serves at least 88% of the ML edges within the regions.
Except for Michigan, its SSW values are also worse than
other methods. In contrast, CSP has the lowest conti-
guity score among all the constrained spectral cluster-
ing methods. Except for Iowa, its SSW values are also
among the worst. The limitation of CSP [51] is a conse-
quence of the parameter used to control its spatial con-
tiguity. As shown in Equation (6), the level of spatial
constraints satisfied by the clustering solution depends
on the parameter α. However, instead of directly tuning
α, the authors suggested to vary another parameter, β,
which was shown to be an upper bound of α. The re-
sults of our case study showed that increasing the value
of β does not necessarily imply an increase in α. To il-
lustrate this point, we randomly generated a constraint
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graph that has nine vertices with a randomly generated
feature similarity matrix. Assuming the number of clus-
ters is equal to 2, we ran the CSP algorithm with dif-
ferent parameter settings and plotted their values of α
and β in Figure 6. Although this figure shows that the
value of β (blue diamond) is a lower bound of α (red
circle), the bound is so loose that it can not guarantee
that increasing β will increase α. In fact, the figure on
the right shows that α is not a monotonically increas-
ing function of β. This is why controlling its parameter
value will not always guarantee that the regions will
be contiguous even when δ = 1 (unlike SCM and the
Hadamard product approaches).
In terms of the Cbalance measure, our results sug-
gest that SCM, SSC, and BSSC achieve the highest
cluster balance for all three states. This can be verified
by examining the regions generated by all the compet-
ing algorithms for the the state of Michigan, as shown
in Figure 52 As can be seen from the figure, the regions
produced by SCM, SSC, and BSSC are more compact
and uniform in size compared to CSP and MB. How-
ever, the SSW for SCM is worse than the SSW for our
proposed SSC and BSSC algorithms. This is not sur-
prising as SCM cannot produce contiguous clusters un-
less δ is very close to 1. If δ is lowered slightly to 0.95,
the regions changed significantly, as shown in Figure
4. By setting δ close to 1, SCM will focus only on pre-
serving the spatial constraints, and thus, has worse clus-
ter homogeneity compared to our algorithms. Thus, our
results clearly show the benefits of applying BSSC to
develop homogeneous and spatially contiguous regions
compared to other baseline algorithms. These results
hold true even when the number of regions is varied. A
comparison of the results for different number of clus-
ters can be found in our earlier work [56].
5.4.3 Performance Comparison for Hierarchical-based
Constrained Clustering
In this section, we compared our proposed HSSC al-
gorithm against the spatially-constrained agglomera-
tive clustering methods for constructing nested regions.
Note that all of the algorithms apply a Hadamard prod-
uct to combine the constrained matrix Sc (for a given
δ) with the feature similarity matrix S to generate the
combined matrix Stotal before applying hierarchical clus-
tering. For the spatially-constrained agglomerative hi-
erarchical clustering methods, the regions are iteratively
merged starting from the initial Stotal.
For a fair comparison, we set δ = 1 for all the meth-
ods. The results for k = 10 are summarized in Table
2 The corresponding maps of regions for other states can
be found in [56].
4. In terms of region contiguity, observe that all the
methods can achieve c = 1. However, the spatially con-
strained complete link and UPGMA algorithms pro-
duce the highest PctML values while the Ward’s method
produces the lowest value. The PctML for our proposed
HSSC algorithm is still relatively high and compara-
ble to its non-hierarchical counterparts, SSC and BSSC
(see Table 2). Despite their high spatial contiguity, both
the spatially-constrained complete link and UPGMA
methods have the worst SSW compared to other meth-
ods. Worst still, their Cbalance values are close to 0,
suggesting that the sizes of their regions are highly im-
balanced. This can be seen from the maps shown in
Figure 7, where there is a large region covering the ma-
jority of the landscape in each state. In contrast, our
HSSC algorithm has the highest Cbalance, consistently
producing regions that are compact and approximately
similar in sizes.
The spatially-constrained single link method has com-
parable PctML but slightly lower SSW compared to
HSSC. It also suffers from the same imbalance region
problem as the complete link and UPGMA methods.
Meanwhile, the spatially-constrained Ward’s method
achieves the lowest SSW among all the competing meth-
ods, which is not surprising since the algorithm is de-
signed to minimize the SSW in each iteration of the
algorithm. However, this comes at the expense of its
poor PctML values, which is the worst among all the
competing methods. In addition, the Ward’s method
is known to suffer from the cluster inversion problem
[33], in which its objective function is not monotonically
non-decreasing as the number of clusters increases. In
short, our HSSC algorithm outperforms the complete
link, UPGMA, and Ward’s methods in 2 of the 3 evalu-
ation criteria. Its PctML and SSW is also quite similar
to single link, which suffers from the region imbalanced
problem.
Figures 8a and 8b show a comparison between the
regions produced by BSSC, HSSC, and the Ward’s method
for the state of Michigan as we vary the number of re-
gions from 4 to 10. We show the value of the unnor-
malized δ along with four metrics—c, PctML, SSW,
and Cbalance—at the top of each diagram. Recall that
the normalized δ is the ratio between the original δ
given in Equation (7) and the diameter of the spatial
constraint graph. As we increase δ from 1/41 to 4/41,
the Ward’s method no longer produces regions that are
contiguous unlike the BSSC and HSSC methods. The
Cbalance for Ward’s method is also worse than our al-
gorithms except when the number of clusters is small.
The results for BSSC is quite comparable to HSSC,
since both of them are based on the same spatially
constrained spectral clustering framework. The Cbal-
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Fig. 5: Regions created by the SCM, CSP, MB, SSC and BSSC algorithms for the state of Michigan.
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Table 4: Performance comparison among various hierar-
chical spatially-constrained clustering algorithms with
δ = 1 and the number of clusters set to 10.
States Method PctML c SSW Cbalance
IA HSSC 92.53 % 1 15080 0.92
Single link 96.02 % 1 14191 0.04
Complete link 98.75 % 1 18309 0.02
UPGMA 98.45 % 1 18227 0.02
Ward’s 84.96 % 1 9281 0.48
MI HSSC 95.41 % 1 17420 0.86
Single link 95.31 % 1 16575 0.08
Complete link 98.72 % 1 20083 0.03
UPGMA 98.33 % 1 19441 0.04
Ward’s 86.28 % 1 14047 0.79
MN HSSC 95.02 % 1 20075 0.82
Single link 90.70 % 1 19660 0.20
Complete link 99.17 % 1 33431 0.01
UPGMA 98.81 % 1 28681 0.02
Ward’s 87.69 % 1 14183 0.63
ance and SSW for HSSC are slightly better than BSSC
but its PctML is slightly worse. While this may seem
counter-intuitive since BSSC directly optimizes the ob-
jective function for spatially-constrained spectral clus-
tering whereas HSSC uses a greedy recursive bisection
strategy, it is worth noting that the objective function
does not depend solely on the feature similarities within
the regions. Instead, it takes into account the spatial
constraint matrix C as well. In fact, if we compare the
values of the objective functions for BSSC and HSSC at
k = 10 for the state of Michigan, BSSC has a noticeably
lower value (13458.13) compared to HSSC (14284.21).
Finally, we also compare the stability of the regions
as we increase ML neighborhood size (δ). For this ex-
periment, we show the results for the state of Michigan
(in which the diameter of the constraint graph is 41)
and varies the normalized δ from 1/41 to 4/41. We use
the adjusted rand index [36] to compare the similarity
between two clustering results. A high adjusted rand
index would suggest that the regions found are stable,
i.e., do not vary significantly with different values of
δ. Table 5 shows the mean adjusted rand index (aver-
aged over the number of clusters, which varies from 1 to
10) for HSSC, BSSC, and Ward’s method. The results
suggest that the proposed BSSC and HSSC methods
are less sensitive to the change in δ compared to the
Ward’s method, which is another advantage of using
our frameworks.
BSSC HSSC Ward’s
Mean Adjusted Rand Index 0.92 0.86 0.66
Table 5: Stability of the regions generated by different
hierarchical clustering methods for the state of Michi-
gan. The mean Adjusted Rand Index is computed for
each method by comparing the similarity between the
regions found with δ = 1/41 to the regions found with
δ = 4/41.
6 Conclusions
This research investigated the feasibility of applying
constrained spectral clustering to the regionalization
task. We compared several constrained spectral clus-
tering methods and showed the trade-off between land-
scape homogeneity and spatial contiguity of their re-
sulting regions. We presented two algorithms, SSC and
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HSSC Single link Complete link UPGMA Ward's
(a) Regions in IA developed by 5 hierarchical algorithm with 10 clusters
HSSC Single link Complete link UPGMA Ward's
(b) Regions in MI developed by 5 hierarchical algorithm with 10 clusters
HSSC Single link Complete link UPGMA Ward's
(c) Regions in MN developed by 5 hierarchical algorithm with 10 clusters
Fig. 7: Regions developed by 5 hierarchical spatially constrained clustering algorithm for 3 study regions
BSSC, that uses a Hadamard product approach to com-
bine the similarity matrix of landscape features with
spatial contiguity constraints. The results of our case
study showed that the proposed BSSC algorithm is
most effective in terms of producing spatially contigu-
ous regions that are homogeneous. The extension of this
algorithm to a hierarchical clustering setting also shows
its advantages in producing regions that are more bal-
anced in size compared to other hierarchical spatially-
constrained algorithms. It also achieves high spatial
contiguity and moderate SSW, comparable to the re-
sults of its non-hierarchical counterpart (BSSC).
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